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FUTURE BRIGHT FOR RANDWICK HOSPITALS CAMPUS
Health Minister Jillian Skinner today celebrated a major milestone in the construction
of a new 10-storey, $114 million building at the Randwick Hospitals Campus.
Mrs Skinner was joined by Member for Coogee Bruce Notley-Smith and Member for
Vaucluse Gabrielle Upton at The Bright Alliance building for a “topping out” - a
European tradition which celebrates completion of a structure’s highest point.
A native bottle brush tree was placed on the roof of the structure to mark the
construction milestone.
“Construction of this world-class health and research building will bring together
cancer and blood disorder researchers, clinicians and patients in a unique and
innovative environment,” Mrs Skinner said.
“Today we celebrate the hard work which has brought us to this point and look
forward to completion of this wonderful building by the end of this year.”
The Bright Alliance building - located on the Randwick Hospitals Campus on the
corner of High Street and Avoca Street - will house:
 Prince of Wales Hospital’s Nelune Comprehensive Cancer Centre (NCCC),
which will deliver modern facilities for the treatment of patients with cancer
and blood disorders and consolidate the majority of cancer services on the
Randwick Hospitals Campus into a single facility.
 UNSW’s Scientia Clinical Research (SCR) project - the first purpose-built
early-phase clinical trial facility in NSW.
 An expansion of Sydney Children’s Hospitals Network (SCHN) to provide
research space as well as adolescent, genetics and clinical support services.
The $114 million project includes funding from the NSW Government ($46.2 million),
Commonwealth Government ($3.5 million), University of New South Wales ($23.5
million), Prince of Wales Hospital Foundation, Nelune Foundation and Prince of
Wales Cancer Services fundraising ($11 million) and Sydney Children’s Hospitals
Network with the support of Sydney Children’s Hospital Foundation ($29.8 million).
The Bright Alliance building is due for completion at the end of 2016.
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